OUR NEEDLEWORK COMPETITION.
We hope that our readers are keeping well in mind the dates on which we are expecting their contributions to our annual needlework competition. We At present it appears to be thought that two or more nurses should be engaged (at an annual salary) to go out to each colony desiring their services. Free passage and lodging are also to be provided for them, and the engagement is to be binding for three yearB. It is proposed to raise a fund for this purpose, and, no doubt, colonists will be expected to co-operate and to share the expenses. Probably those hospitals in the colonies which already train their own probationers will shortly be able to supply settlers with private nurses. These would be far better suited to work abroad than those accustomed to very different surroundings in England. Probably some of our colonial correspondents will be able to tell us in how many of our settlements they find trained nurses absolutely unattainable at present ? WELL-MERITED GRATITUDE.
It is with pleasure that we record the cordial vote of thanks to the Workhouse Infirmary Nursing Association passed by the St. George's-in-the-East Board of Guardians. Special attention was called at a recent meeting to the progress in nursing which had been made at the infirmary by means of the association. The improvements being now well-established, it was resolved that the St. George's nursing staff no longer needs the assistance of the association, which has always so many pressing claims on its resources.
The Guardians have therefore empowered the medical superintendent and matron to select suitable trained nurses, and also a certain number of probationers who will undergo a course of three years' training.
PERSHORE COTTAGE HOSPITAL.
The pretty new cottage hospital at Pershore has at present accommodation for four patients, and the sanitary and domestic arrangements made for them seem altogether excellent. The proposed nursing staff appears, according to the local press, to include a matron, nurse, and probationer, which, at first sight, seems altogether disproportioned to the small number of patients. The matron is presumably a f ully-trained nurse, and therefore, with the aid cf a probationer, could certainly manage the little institution perfectly.
Probably this is what she will really do; for the nurse, although nominally on the Cottage Hospital staff, is to do district nursing in the town. It may be quite feasible to arrange for a local district nurse to be lodged at a hospital as long as there is room to spare* but it is unwise to recken her expenses as part of those of the hospital. Her duties are quite distinct from it> and therefore her salary and maintenance should form a separate item in the annual report. The matron and probationer would, of course, form the actual staff of the hospital. It is possible that the press may have given the public an erroneous impression, which the committee will do well to correet.
By starting free from debt, and by securing much local interest for the hospital, the committee have proved themselves able organisers, and no doubt the nursing department will eventually be as well administered as everything else in the new institution at Pershore, to which we cordially wish a long and prosperous career.
CREWE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL.
The Crewe Memorial Cottage Hospital has been used by a goodly number of patients since its opening last summer, and it has already proved useful in many serious case3 of illness. The nursing staff consists of a fully-trained matron with an assistant nurse, but as the latter is needed for night duty, the committee have decided also to employ a probationer. It is a pretty little hospital, with sixteen beds.
DUTY OR DRUDGERY?
A Scotchman has favoured the Christian World with a letter concerning the work of hospital nurses which is of an amusing character, although apparently it is written in sober earnest. He owns that he disapproves of girls not being allowed is due to a misconception. book, we recognise our own ideas, or ones very similar, no longer flitting and uncertain, but gathered together?classed, emphasised, and written down clearly for all who wish to profit by her kindly advice on subjects of which she is an eminently qualified judge; and imperceptibly drawn from one page to another, we acknowledge ;the undeniable truth of all she says, and sometimes we call to mind cases where neglect of the "small things," on the importance of which she lays particular stress, has led to the very result against which she warns us.
The last sixty or seventy pages are taken up with hints as to the choice of schools for both boys and girls, and this chapter ia completed by a list of colleges aud schools, each name being accompanied by a short explanatory nota of the chief characteristics of the establishment, the name of its head master, the terms, &c., and other useful facts.
In cases of boys destined for the army or navy she gives all the information necessary, and in a simple and straightforward way which leaves no room for misunderstanding.
Most books of the kind are compiled primarily as guides to head masters and other members of the scholastic world, and the cut and dry statistics se9in forbidding to outsiders who are less accustomed to reduce all subjscts to nutshell knowledge ; her book, therefore, appeals in the first instance to the pioneers of that home influence wiiish should become the mainspring of so many individual lives, but at the same time it is none the le33 useful to all who are engaged in training the young. 
